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OBSERVER

The

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLANO-GORHAM

VOL. 14 NO. 6 OCTOBER 18, HJ71

Students Ref use L A Demand
~1 Face College Hearing Board
After the refusal of stu®nts Eddie Beard and Larry
Leone to leave the Llberc1l-Arts faculty meeting held on the
Gorham Campus this past Wednesday afternoon, charges
which could resul_t in their suspension from this school
were filed against them.
Dr. Robert Estes, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts,
has notified Disciplinary Officer Jerome Sullivan that Eddie Beard, Viking editor, and Larry Leone , Viking Assistant to the Editor, "did fail to comply with a reasonable request of the Liberal Arts faculty" and under Part
II, Article IV, Section 1, paragraph F of the Governance
procedures, disciplii:i,ary action should be taken against
them.
Since the alleged violation took place on the Gorham campus, the old Gorham State College Disciplinary
Code will dictate procedures.
If Beard and Leone deny the charges, they will be
granted a hearing before the college hearing board. If
found guilty by this group, penalties range from dismissal through suspension, disciplinary probation, or warning
probation. Any one of these actions could result in the
r~1:1ov~ of the two from any and all of their present pos1t10ns m the University.

Greg Stump, Dan Lakeman both appear in the
Treehouse Players Performance on Thorew in
Jail.

~

Treehouse Players Ready
Th r
; ak m
Ta
Last Time
To Register
To Vote

by Eric Johnson
The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee is a masterpiece beyond
time, destined for prominence to rival their own Inherit The Wind. Lawre~ce and Lee bring Thoreau home to the seventies where he is less an anachronism
more a spokesman of our time. The play is the 13th '
produced play by Lawrence and Lee. The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail was first produced at U.C.L.A.
and was directed by co-author, Robert E. Lee. In
this first production, Guy Stockwell starred as Henry,
True Boardman as Waldo and Larry Simpasa as Williams. The cast was complimented with students and
faculty members of the Theatre Arts Summer Program
·for 1970. Produced by Professor John Cauble, the
play was an outstanding success with nearly a thousand people being turned away in the last two days
of production.
The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail represents a tremendous opportunity as well as an exciting challenge
to director Minor Rootes and the students of the ·
Treehouse Players of Gorham. As you may remember, I interviewed Mr. Rootes on Sept. 27 to get
his views on the play. This week I have talked with
Dan Lakeman who will play Herny Thoreau, and

Albee Elected To Head
Council With No Money
Parker Albee, assistant professor of history at the
Portland campus, was elected chairman of the Council
at a Wednesday meeting of that group. Ti.zz Crowley,
a sophomore , was named to serve as secretary.
Yearly salaries of $1600 and $800 will go to the
chairman and secretary. The chairman will in the future be given the option of accepting the salary or of
;taving six coruse h ours dropped from his schedule
fo r the year. A committee plans to look in to the possibilities of compensating a student with either a salary
or course credits .
At the first meeting two weeks a:J), President Calisti
said that the yearly budget for this Council was to be
$2500. Thus there remains, apparently, one hundred
dollars for the Council to operate on for the rest of the
year.

If the ruling at the College Hearing Board is unsatisfactory it can be appealled to the president. The College Hearing Board is composed of three faculty members ,
four students , a~d one administrator, all appointed by
the College Assembly ( which has yet to organize).
At this past Friday's meeting of the SAC, the motion
was passed by 6-5-2 (with the Chirman casting the tie
breaking ballot) which would give Beard and Leone aid
in seeking legal counsel. This support would be unlimited
finacial aid.
The Committe, by a close vote, felt that this case
was a test of the SAC resolution calling for open meetings
and condemning closed door meetings .
In recent court decisons the school was given the
full authority to reach any decision abiding by the regulations of that school as long as a " full and fair hearing"
(Wilson v. White, State of Mississippi) was given and that
"there is no general requirement that procedural due process provide for legal representation ... except in rare and
exceptional circumstances" (French v. Bashful, State of
Louisiana)
Leone at Friday's SAC meeting said that he would
take it to Civil Court if he had to.

Bramletts In Concert
At Portland Gym

Delaney and Bonnie Bramlet will perform in concert
at UMPG on Friday night, November 19. The Student
Affairs Committee voted on Friday to accept a contract
with promoter Jeff Henderson which would bring the
. group to the Portland Campus and reap $500 to the Student Affairs Committee.
Admission price will be either $4.00 or $3.50, depending on whether the SAC decides to forego a $500 profit
and take 50¢ cut in price for all UMPG students.
Delaney and Bonnie are a husband and wife bluesrock duet who tour with a band which in the past has included such musicians as George Harrison , Carl Radle, Eric Clapton, Dave Mason , Bobby Whitlock, and Leon RusThe League of Women Voters will sponsor
sell. Coming out of the American South, they play with
a voter registration campaign on campus this Wedthe power of a Northbound express.
nesday in Payson Smith Hall in Portland and in
The promoter has agreed to absorb costs including inBailey Hall in Gorham. This is your last chance ·
surance, the back-up group , tickets, and ads . Negotiations
to register to vote in the Nov. 2nd referendum.
are under way to work out the lesser details. The university
Absentee ballots will be available...
will provi 1e the hall, parking, and non-financial sponsorship.
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Governance Structure
We are seeing the governing structure of this University beong challenged by two students this week. We
are not going to judge their rightness or wrongness, the
possibility of the act being selfish or stuntmaking, the
possibility of it being the first student test of faculty power, or any such thing. We are seeing our University being tested to whether it can function with the present
gov:erning set-up or whether it must reshape the structure it now rests on. However one looks at it, there is
not much ggod to be gained from this test. Only more
problems.
We trust the University to give the students a fair
and impartial hearing. We assume the students do too,
otherwise they would be challenging something they
don't believe in ... something that would not gain much

.P

ERSPECTIVE

b v peter cates

Kris Kristofferson: Me and Bobby McGee -Monument -- Z -- 3081 7 $4. 79

Not so long ago, a man who had long, dirty, unkempt
hair, a rough-shaven face, and ragged clothes hopped onto
a stage somewhere in Nashville to receive the 1970 Country Hall of Fame Award and all the cowboys in the audience with their big white boulder hats and their ~it-po:
lished boots with spurs that jingle and jangle hung their
heads in shame. Those right-thin!dn', country musiclovin' folks had just received a blow to their egos from
which they would not recover for a long time . Here
was a young bard who mirrored the nitty-gritty details
of a life which, up until a short time ago, had been a
bitter struggle to stay alive in a culture indifferent and
often hostile to individuality in one's life-style and to
real, genuine talent. In a poem dedicated to Kristofferson, one very prominent country artist speaks of the various jobs which this singer has held (including a trip on
an oil rigger in the Gulf of Mexico and a janitorial position in one of the important Nashville recording studios.)
and of the countless rejections received from insensitive
recording stars who preferred chaff to real music.
The arguement for repeal of the State Income tax
His material evokes a world of drunks trying to stay
has run along the line of "cut government spending by
on the wagon ("To Beat the Devil"). aimless drifters
20% by defeating the tax." This cut would be across the
hopping trains ("Me and Bobby McGe-e"), and a man
Board ... Education, roads, housing, jobs. The proponents relentlessly pursuing materialistic goals, meanwhile
of the Anti-Tax lobby feel it can be done with no strain
killing himself in the process ("Darby's Castle"). One
on the average workers pocketbook.
tune, "The Law is for Protection of the People", is a
Pro-Income tax people cite the lower standards of
sardonic account of a young long-hair who is pounced
living and the problems the state already faces with an in- upon by six "strappin'-brave" policemen. These aposcome tax. Should the tax be axed, the. state would fall
tles of law-and-order proceed to cut the fella's hair off
well behind the rest of the NE, and sales, liquor, and other in order to protect the people from the sight of "these
taxes (regressive taxes as they tax unfavorably the lower
hairy-headed hippies. Kristofferson is also capable of
incomes) would run out of control.
producing a warm, tender love ballad, as in "For the
This week is your last chance to register to vote on
Good Times". One favorite of mine is "Sunday Momin'
the 2nd. For the sake of Maine, vote ...
Comin' Down". It has that blend of warm sentiment
and bittersweet resignation to life without the cloying
schmaltz that turns off so many listeners from ever appreciating the bitality and richness of true country music. Kristofferson is one of those few new voices in contemporary music that warrents attention from every
serious music listener. A most enjoyable <!]bum.
for students or faculty .
What do we stand to gain from the challenge? The
knowledge that ours is a flexible and working system . If
the students are found guilty of wrongdoing, then it is
their consequence for challenging what they believed a
wrong doing to all students. And it is their---and our--responsibility to live with the reward. If the faculty is
at fault, then it is their---and ouH,obligation to abide by
the new ruling and to continue work which will assist the
daily functioning of this university.
Sure, one side or the other won't like the decision.
Sure, someone's got to lose. But we hope that whatever
the result, we all will gain from the challenges we are facing now in these growing years of this school.

Income Tax
The Maine State Personal and Corporate Income
Tax will be facing the voters on November 2nd, and its
demise or survival depends on how much support it gets
from the student and young people organizations around
the state. The tax, the fairest form of taxation now existing in Maine, takes·a set percentage of a persons income
and not an equal amount from all people. For example,
a sales tax is 5% on the dollar. From a person earning
about $2.oo an hour, each 5(:, takes about 2½% of his
income. For a white collar worker who averages $4.00
per hour, this cut is only 1¼% or half what a poorer
worker gets to pay. Thus someone earning half as much
is paying twice the load.

No\

Letters...
Check Credibility
Dear Editor:
Before you print information, check its credibility.
I, as a UMPG student, .demand a correction in print on
the fact that Miss Rankin was not a Student Senator.
Also, your use of "Viking staff member" as descriptive-is out of place unless you include other matters
like "graduate of X high school." The reference made
as much sense.
Tizz Crowley
a former brownie
p.s. Who are Observer staff members-or are you too
ashamed to answer?

Disgusting A-pathy

HAAAA
HAAAA
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Editorial Board
Editor ............................ Brian L. Kendrick
Managing Editor ............Scott R. Alloway
Executive Editor ...........Bernard E. Cowan
Advertising Manager .. .. .. Kathy Greene
Business Manager ...... ..... Dave Javor
Circulation Manager...... .Jan Garfi

Dear Editor,
I've been on the Gorham campus of UMPG for a
month. In such a short period of time, I have run across
a disgusting degree of student apathy. As a member of
the OBSERVER staff, I have attempted to interview
countless numbers of "concerned" individuals for Campus Comments. From the majority o[ the students confronted, I have been left with monomous interviews
and blank tape from those who refuse to express their
opinions. Now, I constantly hear people bitching for
some sort of campus reform, yet no one wants to be
heard. They seem to fit the cliched category of the
"silent maJority" in this cou ntry. How do the students
expect reform if they refuse to be heard?
Perhaps it is too early in the year to jud ge the students
of the campus. So far, however, I'm left with a discoura·ging view of student concern. If the students want
,changes, they can't be afraid to speak.
With Utmost Sincerity,
(Name Withheld upon Request)
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WGOR To Expand
Daily Broadcasting
As of Monday, Oct. 18, WGOR radio station will begin broadcasting at expanded hours. Two hours of daily
broadcasting will be added beaming the station now from
5 pm till 11 pm. On Saturday the hours will be expanded
to run from Noon till Midnight. Sunday hours will ·be
5:30 pm to 11 pm. Also in the works is. a change in the
call letters for the station.
Wednesday evening there will be a meeting of the staff
and all persons interested in FM broadcasting. Plans are
to adopt a constitution and change the call letters of the
station. ·Also on the agenda is a report by a staff member
on the progress of the UM at Farmington station.
Last week the staff heard Hal Burger ·discuss the advantages of two seperate means of broadcasting: Carrier Current and FM Non-commercial Educational Broadcasting.
CC requires no licensing of station or its personnel but it
would not cover the Portland campus. It uses the AC lines
of the building and any radio plugged into the lines can
receiye it. No actual air broadcasting would be done. It
would be limited to the dorms and buildings on one campus.
A hon-commercial station requires FCC licensing as well
as a First Class Engineer on call. Its advantages are manyfold; community coverage, full utilization of equipment
and talent, good means of town •gown improvement of
relations, and full campus coverage. The station, however,
would not be able to sell advertising and would have to
rely on funding and contributions for survival.
It was decided to visit other existing campus stations
and find out how they are funded, what equipment they
needed to start, what their organization set-up is, and
how they went ,to the FCC with their plans.

SAC Meeting Drags
Through Varied Agenda
In a rather low-toned and plodding fashion the
Student Affairs Committ_ee voted its approval of a resolution by a very narrow and shaky 6-5-2 vote (with
the tie breaker being cast by Acting Chairman Jerry McCann) supporting finacially the efforts of Eddie Beard
and Larry Leone who are challenging the right of the
faculty to meet privately, unanimously approved funding
of the Gorham Campus Weekend provided that all UMPG students can attend and that all monies taken at the
Sunday gate to the Stone Flute concert be reverted to the
SAC Treasury, appnved showings by finacial support of
"The Selling of the Pentagon, and agreed to a contract
with Jeff Henderson to put on a concert Nov. 19 on the
Portland Campus with Delanie and Bonnie.
Both the film and the assignment of selection of
people to the By-Laws Committee to the C on C won
quick approval but it took over 45 minutes of discussion
and 'haggling' to push the Henderson deal on the concert
over 11-1. Among the problems in the contract are 'who
will foot the heating and electrical bill?' and 'where will
it be held?'.
SAC Tresurer Al Gibbon was empowered by the
Committee to deal with Henderson in finding some sort
of middle ground in regards to the heating and electrical
aspects. After a quick discussion on sight, it was decided
to hold the event on the Portland campus. The group will
play a 1½ show or 2 45 minute shows, depending on which
one the SAC wants.
Paul Whitmore mentioned that he was resigning from

the Education Dean Search Committee and that Dr. Richard Costello wanted a replacement for both Whitmore
and the missing Elementary Ed major. Costello told McCann he has received over 200 applications for the Dean
of Education job and that hard research would not be
taking place until the number was down to 50 or so. The
Committee decided to get replacements as soon as possible
for that Dean Committee. ·The makeup of the Committee
is 6 Faculty and 3 students---within the SAC framework
for all university committees.
The Political Science Majors will hear John Menario
on a first come, first serve basis with other students after
SAC doled $150 out to provide a dinner for 50 people.
All unreturned money will be returned.
A letter from President Loui; J P Calisti asking the
opinion from SAC on the possibi}ty of changing the bus
schedules from the hour and half hour was beat about
and measured unfavorably with the committee as a whole.
As the response was neede by the middle of the upcoming week, a subcommittee was empowered to reach a conclusion for the committee.
Dick Small announced that he would meet with an
attorney this coming Tuesday to discuss the legality of the
written contract between the OBSERVER and last years
Gorham Senate in regards to equipment. Small holds that
the agreement is void and sought SAC approval to contact
a lawyer in an effort to take the equipment for SAC.

Letters...
From Vietnam
Dear Sir:
I am an American POW.
I came to Viet Nam as a 26 year old Army flight
surgeon. I was happily married to a lovely wife with a
wonderful family; the world was mine. Now I am a 30
year old POW.
Of course my opinions are prejudiced about this
war by the fact that I want to go home; that I want to
return to my loved ones and the practice of a gratifying
profession. This, despite my unenviable position , I believe deeply on this most detrimental event in our history since the Civil War.
For the first 5 months of my capture I refused to
make any public statement against the war despite numerous interviews with and urgings by the NLF cadre.
I felt it was ·not in the interest of my country to do so.
Now I ask for the opportunity to make statements and
to write letters. I have been brainwashed. Not by physical tortures, or abstruse phsychological methods but
by a confrontation with factual evidence , and most of
it originated in the USA. I have been brainwashed by
the 1954 Geneva Agreement, by LIFE magazine, by
NEWSWEEK, by .American documentaries on the War.
By the Winter Soldier Investigations, by statements by
senior statesmen like Fulbright, Mansfield, Harriman,
Clifford, and so forth. The recent disclosure of the Pentagon report was the last in a series of laundry aids.
Now I feel it is in the best interests of the country
that I make public statements, write letters and appeals,
and to do everything possible to stop the war; this terrible destructive force that has caused so much death and
destruction; that has shaken the American society to its
foundations and has placed an indelible blot of shame
upon the flag I yearn to see again. All of us who love America are deeply hurt by the stories of atrocities, the
reports of Viet Nam veterans casting their medals upon
the steps of the Capitol, the image of a government which
deceives and misrepresents its peopies.
We hate this war, the greatest atrocity, not only for
keeping us from our loved ones but more important because it has shamed our country and its honor. It has
desecrated our ideals. and converted the American dream
int a horrible nightmare .
It is incumbent upon you , our citizenry, to take
firm and positive action by every means to pressure our
administration into an admission of the dismal failure
of its foreign policy and call a tothl withdrawal from

Viet Nam. Then we may begin the task of rebuilding
Eddie Beard and Larry Leone peer into the
our image, our ~onor, and our ideals. In the years to
sheet held by Dean Robert Estes of the College
come Viet Nam will be remembered as the place where of Liberal Arts after Estes had informed the duo
America learned it could not do as it wanted when its they would be formally charged with a violation
leaders wished so. If the tragedy of Viet Nam is to have of the governance procedures. For complete
any redeemable feature, it will be the fact that here the story, see Page i. ..
power of conscience caused the honor and reason of a · - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - ,
country to take hold and to prevail.
Capt. Harold Kushner POW

Thanks . ..
Dear Editor:
The residents of Mcl.ellen House would like to
thank all those who worked so diligently in helping
to make the campus clean-up a big success. Special
thanks to Miss Kathy Monaham for her assistance
during the planning stages of the project, and also to
Gerry McCann and the Student Affairs Committee for
the appropriation of $50 to cover expenses and refreshment:: osts. We are partically grateful to Mike McGraw
who helped with the final rubbish disposal. Again, a
warm and sincere thank-you from all of us.
Sincerely,
The residents of Mcl.ellen
House

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

COLLEGE MASTER

Guaranteed by a top company
Symonds As.sociates

No war clause

Gorham

Exclusive benefits at special rates
Full aviation coverage
Premium deposi·ts deferred until you
are out of school
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Cat Mousalll Holds
An~ther Meeting
There will be a meeting of the staff of the Cat
Mousam Journal, Tuesday, October 9 at 7 p.m.
in the Student Affairs Section of the Dining Hall
Center. It is requested that all those interested in
working for the magazine attend this meeting.
Topics to be discussed at the meeting include
composition of the Journal, organization of the
poetry reading being sponsored by the Journal, and
planned student poetry readings in the spring. The
deadline for submission of materials for consideration for our first issue scheduled for nearly November printing is October 25.
So if you are plannipg to submit anything to the
fi rst issue of the Journal, please do so by October
25.

Chancellor Suggests
Other Way Out

cont. from page one ...

Thor~au;

I wondered what went into trying to protray a
character like Thoreau.
Q. Dan, how do you find out what makes a
Thoreau? Do you read up on him or study his
writings or what?
A. I do not like to read up on a character's life.
I do not look like Thoreau and I don't try to recreate the man. Rather, I would prefer to present
the essense of his thoughts. Accordingly, I have
reread his poetry and studied my lines.
Q. Do you have any special problems in getting

into character? How is Thoreau different from
you?
A. The difficulty comes on divorcing myself from
the societial influences we are constantly bombarded
with. Although my philosophy is close to Thoreau's,
I have to overcome my controls to display the free
approach of Henry. He just did not care to fit in
and be quiet, whereas I try to work with in the
system when it is possible.
Another hurdle is the extremity of emotional intensity of Thoreau where I sail at a pretty even keel.
Thoreau runs the emotional spectrum from the
quietude of Walden to fiery intensity of the argumem
with Emerson. He moves from the intensely emotional to a light hearted happiness and in the play, I
have to display all this in a short period of time and
not try to overdo any part. That is what I mean by
Phi Mu Sorority is sponsoring Hope Week which
letting go to more free action. Our intention is to
will be held from October 16 - 23. All proceeds colcombine the passionate and the rational to portray
lected during this week will be donated to the hosptthe whole human being.
tal ship U:S.S. Hope, which is Phi Mu's national philanQ. How does this role compare with the others
thropy. We held a car wash on Saturday and containers ·' you have had?
for donations will be on both campuses and in Gorham
A. Thoreau is by far the most challenging and
stores. The containers are -milk cartons to symbolize
the most interesting. Sandburg was fin and light, I
- the fact that all donations from Phi Mu are used to procould get into each piece without having to worry
vide milk on board the hospital ship. A display on the
about maintaining a continutity. As Marco in Car•~ship of Mercy" may be seen in the front window of
nival, there was no deep philosophical meaning, the
Redin's all this week. Pl.ease do your share and give
emphasis being more on mannerism or a sur(ace
Hope to the needy all over the world.
portrayal. Mannerism is of less significance in
Elections were recently held to fill two offices vacat- · Thoreau. What I am after is the inner being, it's more
ed by resignations. Emmy Atherton is our new vicework but it is going well and I'm enjoying it.
president, and Janet Pikeel is our new treasurer. We .
The production will be staged on October 22-23
are all proud of the fact that Janet Pikeel has been hired and 27- 30 at 8 p.m. in Russell Hall on the Gorham
as a disc jockey for WGOR!
campus of UMPG. The tickets will go on sale Monday
Beta Psi colony will ·be visited this week by our naOct. 18 in the student lounge at Gorham and in the
tional collegiate vice-president, Mrs. Ada Henry of InCafeteria at Gorham. Tickets can be purchases in
dianapolis, Indiana.
Portland at the ticket office in the Student Union.
We all join in extending congratulatjons to sister
Next week we will be talking with set designer,
Sandra Plante on her recent engagement.
Mike Roderick.

Phi Mu

l(DE Schedules Party
As the fall semester began , the sisters of Kappa
D e l t a ~ Sorority sponsored a successful Harvest
Fair of handiwork, posters, and knick-knacks .
Throughout the next week we will be working
for the UNICEF Foundation in offering "Smile Pins"
for a quarter's donation. Look for the Smile posters
fo r more information.
A Halloween party is !being planned fo r the stud-

ents at the Saco Valley School for the Re tarded. These
parties have become a biennial tradition with KDE's program of a professional sorority.
The fall pledging period will begin this week with
an open " Pop.corn Party."
May we extend our best wishes to sister Maggie
Towne who will be married October 16 in Madison,
Maine.

The Chancellor of the public University of Maine
Wednesday suggested that private colleges might be given
public support to help educate more Maine people.
" I am aware that many of my public higher education colleagues will consider this suggestion some form
· of.heresy, but ifwe truly are committed to mass education, then we have to explore all alternatives," Dr. Donald
R. McNeil, University Chancellor, Sl id.
Speaking before the Wellesley Alumni club meeting Wednesday evening, October 13, in Yarmouth, Dr.
McNeil said :
" The University of Maine is not able to educate
all those people who want education with the facilities
and support available at present.
" Our eirji t campuses turned away thousands of
applicants this year, including approximately 2,000 from
Maine. Meanwhile , several private colleges, with adequate facilities, have student vacancies."
The Chancellor used an example of a private college
with an enrollment of 500 but facilitie_s for 800.
" We must consider those 300 vacancies as a resource
available to the State of Maine, and we must find ways
to utilize that resource," he said._
Dr. McNeil said there are several different financing
methods which might be applied in Maine. The State
might appropriate money to the University of Maine
which could be earmarked for contracting with private
colleges to educate Maine residents.
Another idea, he said, would call for institutional
grants directly to the private colleges on a formula basis
for each new Maine resident enrolled. This would enable
private schools to take extra Maine students and would
at the same time keep tuition leveled off at a stable
base.
" Obviously, there will need t o be some form of accountability for the spending of public monies," Dr.
McNeil said. "I do not see this as an impossible problem.
In fact we might be able to work this out with existing
mechanisms."
The Chancellor pointed out that coordination among
private and public colleges is being suggested by the
federal government and that at least two states -- New
York and Pennsylvania-- have programs in existance already.
" The 105th Legislature passed a bill forming a special
committee to look at the entire picture of fmancing all
forms of higher education in Maine. As a member of
that committee I hepe we explore these various possibilities, although, of course, I am not trying to preempt
the committee's work," he said.
Dr. McNeil pointed to examples where public and
private colleges in Maine are cooperating, including
joint pl anning and coordination within the Higher Education Council -- a group which includes chief executives
of all campuses in the State -- and joint appointments
between the University of Maine and private colleges.
" One of our major priorities in the University is to
explore means of using media to take education to the
people not only to draw upon their expertise, but to see
if there are possible ways we might offer programs jointly.
"The point is simple. There is a tremendous job to
do in Maine. I am confident that the University , the
private colleges and the vocational-technical institutes
can and will work together to provide educational opportunity to as many
people as possible," Dr. McNeil said.
_,,,
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The list of Relevant Issues, as they are called, seems
overwhelming: prison reform, women's liberation,
crime, drugs, nuclear weapons, pollution, the Vietnam
War, feeding the poor, the population bomb, the job
market, 1972 elections, minority rights, the student
vote, educational reform, consumer information, the
legal system, voter registration, foreign relations .. .
That's a lot of problems for only 8.4 million U.S.
college students to solve. And since education almost
always has meant fighting for causes as well as-or instead of-- grades, it's no wonder that indepth
disillusionment has draped itself over unsuspecting
college students.
The above problems all are maladies that students
themselves didn't even create. The philosophy in
recent years has been that the world has been bent,
folded mutilated. And stapled. For about the last
ten years, students thought it was their responsibility to un-fold un-mutilate, and re-staple the parts
back together again.
Now it's the dawning of a new era. Evolution of
revolution. Sit-ins, teach-ins, riots, confrontations,
bombings, moratoriums, rallies and strikes now are·

mere memories of the Sixties.
After seven years of disoriented student disruptions, the Seventies breezed in. And with them, the
War continued and we demonstarted.
. . .and we continued to demonstrate vehemently
for and against what we did and didn't believe in.
And the nation listened. Not to the message of the
student protests, but only to the message of the
medium--the screaming headline, the loud newscast, the acrimonious editorial about the student protests.
And then along came Now. A feeling of futility
has set in, bred out of frustration and confusion.
Last academic year was a prophetic indication of
this: campuses were calmer. An occasional rally .
An occasional march. But quieter.
Why the change?
The problems still are there, but our tactics have
changed, if not vanished, according to Drew Olim, a
National Student Association senior staff member.
Olim said he sees definite symptoms <?f 'withdrawl,
defeatism, lack of direction and dropping out.'
He said he sees two possible reasons for all this.
'Money is getting tighter. Prices are going up and
parents are complaining. Students now are understanding the plight of the workingclass man, and so
they are dropping out and trying to find jobs,' he
said.
The Attica incident, and the continuing War are a
few of the ongoing frustrations that, Olim said, 'have
produced feelings of major disillusionment among
students.' Olim said he sees these as feelings brought
on by a national student feeling of innefectuality.

Students have retreated within themselves in a
quiet-dissent, self-exploratory way . And the result is
a new individuality, a new problem-orientation that
might yet solve the problems that violent protest
couldn't.
Individualism skips rampant through the student
life-style. Give Peace a Chance chants have evolved
into a new soft music, a new gentle sound of manifesting itself in quiet love stories in song. Small shops
and co-ops have opened, selling hand-made , backto-earth clothing and organic goods, a reaction against
depersonalized mass-produced culture.
Do-it-yourself attitudes accompany the do-yourthing philosophy. We grow our own organic food, make
our own clothes, build our own furniture, plan our .
curricula, ride our own bikes instead of driving a car ...
and the list is as long as the list of problems.
But our newly-discovered Student Age of Individua:
lism isn't beneficial if it isn't channeled in positive
directions. Hopefully , it isn't self-indulgent, isolated
individualism. Hopefully, in developing ourselves as
individuals, we'll create the impetus to get back together and then get it all together.
There seems to be a change of consciousness, but,
hopefully, not a lack of it. Students are looking for
new kinds of solutions. Hopefully, they are no less
concerned about the problems.
But if--through the vote and working within the
system rather than without it--students can't be
effective in changing our environment, another stage
of disillusionment--one punctuated with apathy
discouragement and I 950's nostalgia--may set in.
The list of Relevant Issues is growing longer and
longer.

the doctor's bag
by Arnold Werner, M.D.
Copyright, 1971
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East
Lansing, Mi. 48823 -

QUESTION: I've heard that after a bee or wasp sting,
a piece of meat can be placed over the wound to draw
out the poison and/or stinger. Is this merely an old
wives' tale or is there some truth to it?
ANSWER: A piece of meat on a bee sting will do
nothing that a cold compress will not do, except
draw flies. Honey bees sting only once as they leave
their stinger in the wound or lose it soon after the
sting, dying a short while later. The wasp is less
dramatic and recovers its stinger to use again when
the occasion arrises.
The venom deposited during the sting is a complex substance and includes materials that break down
cell walls and cause swelling. The venom gets into
the blood stream fairly rapidly. Some people develop severe allergies with repeated bee stings and can
have a fatal reaction. Other people automatically
desensitize (most bee keepers) and have very little
response from the sting. If you develop a marked,
generalized reaction to a sting, including a rach and
cramps, it would be wise to visit a physician and
determine if you are becoming allergic. In such a case,
controlled-desensitization is recommended, and you
might be advised to equip yourself with a supply of
emergency medicines to treat a severe allergic reaction.
QUESTION: I receive numerous comments on my
fingernails, the longest of which extends almost 1/2
inch beyond my finger tip. They cause no discomfort or interference in typing, writing, sewing, dishwashing, etc. Recently a dermatologist, who claims
these are the longest nails he's seen in his life, told

gorl'

me that unless they are kept trimmed down considerably, I'm certain to be plagued with infections since
tension on long nails causes them to become permanently separated from the nail be.d. I consider it a
preposterous assumption that long nails necessarily
presuppose the dangerous deformation and subsequent
infection he specified. You opinion please .

hair and then decide to allow i_t to grow in again, be
prepared for a week or two of itching.

QUESTION: I've been told that slightly unequal breast
size is normal for most women. Is this true, and if so
what causes it? Also, is one breast more often larger?

ANSWER: Quick calculation indicate that there are
several square inches of fingernail surface abundant
with nooks and crannies that must be kept clean. In
the normal course of events, one would expect that
such long nails would be good places to trap bacteria
Mechanical injury certainly would be enhanced and I
woul tend to support the opinion of the dermatologist. Fingernails seem designed for grasping small
objects and as antennae sensitive to touch. Both these
functions would be impaired by super long nails.
I see little potential for being helpful in answering
-you as I can't get my mind off several questions your
letter raises: Doesn't personal hygiene become hazardous with such long nails? Also, (please pardon
the intrusiveness) don't they complicate your sex life.

ANSWER: Slight inequalities in breast size are quite
usual. Often the differences are so small-that the
owner never notices them. As far as I know, either
breast can be the larger one. It is more typical for man
to be asymmetric than it is for him to have identical
halves.
The disparity in breast size can be minimized somewhat when the woman has a baby. If she breast feeds
on the smaller breast more than on the larger breast,
the smaller breast will increase somewhat in size and
when she stops breast feeding, they will be more nearly
equal.

ABORTION ,
QUESTIONS Cl

QUESTION: Is it advisable or ~advantageous' for a
woman to trim or shave her pubic hair even though
the hair does serve a purpose?

For Information and
Referral Assistance Call

ANSWER: If a woman has a large amount of pubic
hair making normal hygiene cumbersome, there is no
reason why she should not trim some of it off. In
some cultures, women shave off all their pubic hair
as baldness in this area is considered sexually attrai
tive. Obviously, this is a matter of personal perference, and in our -society people seem to sonsider pubic
hair sexually exciting.
A word of caution, if you shave off all the pubic

PA~T!

I am
the

only
survivor!

VEN6ENCE !

ABORTION INFORMATION CENTER, INC.
(201) 868-3745
868-3746
9:00 A:M. to 7:00 P.M.
Monday to Saturday

Get Y9LJ.r

weapons' We'll
KILL' m.sSAC~E staughterever_y
· T"E
man,woman
BARBARIANS' and child

rr

And thus began
Man's unwritten
law known as
"Atrocity
f2eciprocity."
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LA Faculty Oils Up
Grinds Down Procedures
Like swell-oiled machine , the Liberal Arts faculty moved int o action last Thursday afternoon in a special meeting in Hastings Lounge, grinding up and digesting several amendments to a surprise meal of dean
search procedures provided by what had appeared to be
a star-crossed Procedures Committee, then gobbling up
almost the entire remainder of its agenda.
Only establishment of a Curriculum Review Committee and the College Assembly remainedo .on the agenda when, Prof. Draper Hunt issued a qu orum call at
5:40 p.m. These items will be dealt with at the regular
first Tuesday of November meeting at Gorham.
In contrast to recent meetings, the queshon of
student respect for the College's meeting rules was dealt
with decisively and quickly. When Viking editor Eddie
L. Beard and staffer Larry Leone refused to leave the
meeting until the faculty voted admission to students,
Dean Estes charged them with a judicial code violation
in the name of the College.
The principle of the faculty'.s right to meet under
its own rules asserted, English Prof. Frank Carner proj11p·
tly moved admission of students and guests. Carner had
argued strenuously at early meetings for respect fo r the
faculty's rules and had , a fe w moments before, called
the point of order that produced the challenge to Beard
and Leone. Carner's motion carried unanimously.
History Prof. Eugene Schleh , Procedures chairman,
then produced the search procedures hammered out in
a long committee session the day befo re , at which faculty acceptance of eight students, chiefly V iking staffers,
allowed the committee to meet. The proposals were
largely those English Prof. William Slavick had moved before leaving the meeting for a class.
Discussion of two major amendments, both successfully passed, occupied much of the Thursday meeting. One, to reduce the committee's recommendation
of eight studelfts to join the sixteen faculty on the committee to four students, found Slavick and Political Sci~nce
Prof. James Roberts, dean search committee chairman and
secretary, arguing, for once , together. In their view, four
students would provide an appropriate student input in

the choice of a dean largely involved with faculty and the
administrator to whom the facult y would be responsiApplications are now being accepted for ...
ble.
The Edward H. Hilliard Jr., Memorial Fellowship
In defense of eight students, French Prof. Yves
The Carl D. Shoemaker Memorial Fellowship
Dalvet and Sociology Prof. Donald Anspach agreed that
The Ernest F. Swift Memorial Fellowship
students have a larger stake in the choice of a Liberal
Arts Dean.
The second substitute amendment, sponsored by
FOR APPLICATION BLANKS WRITE TO:
History Prof. Parker Albee, provided that the single noEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
minee be chosen by a two-thirds vote of the committee
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
voting in which no more than two faculty voted no . Com1412 SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W.
mittee members who did not interview a candidate would
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036
not be allowed to vote in the balloting on that candidate:
Thus, the candidate with the highest percentage of votes
would be nominated.
ACT NOW
The argument centered not about Prof. Albee 's
APPLICATIONS MUST BE POSTMARKED
procedure but the one nominee provision, which was
ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1971.
in the committee's recommendations. Prof. Roberts
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF AWARDS:
APRIL 1972
_defended the view that the College's interest would be
served by giving the Administration three choices fo r
comparison and argued that a constitutional crisis would
American P etroleum Institu te
Charles E. Culpeper Foundation, I nc.
develQp if the College did not accede t o President CalisNational Shooting Sports Foundation
ti's wish fo r three names, expressed in a letter t o the committee last summer.
An array of speakers supported the single nomination . Prof. Anspach insisted that the committee's choice
of its candidate would be weakened by submitting secong and third choice candidates who were not, in its
view, as strong. Slavick argued that the governance document clearly gives the College the right to originate
by Scott Alloway
search procedures. Another spokesman recalle d that
There are mal!y things in life to complain about:
there is a tradition within the University of Maine of
the War, poverty in America, the fight to save the Inpicking second ancl third choices, sent along to show,
come Tax, Maine Indians, even the Liberal Arts Faculby comparisoq, the superiority of the first choice.
ty at this small University Campus (depending on one's
In other business, a mail ballot was established for
point of view or who one wants to be a 'folk-hero' with).
the committees on innovative practices and research and
Taking for a minute the arguement that one should get
the course evaluation question was referred to the Cola total education at a University, and that the total edlege Assembly.
ucation includes activities and other involvement type
The meeting ended in general high hopes that the
things, we want to reflect openly on the problems of
Arts faculty could continue the high tone and rate of
the student press at the University of Maine, Portlandprogress of Thursday's meeting.
Gorham. (And we mean to be honest with y-0u).
There are several of us editors who do the editorial
writing for the OBSERVER. This is a time consuming
job as all writing and re-writing jobs are time consuming.
When we sit down to the desk in this office we don't
st op and think 'what can we complain about today?'
It's more like 'what do we think the people should know
Things are looking up all over. Last week somebody
is short. Obviously, someone brecht it. Chalk it up
about
that we feel needs attention?' ...Strange philoso(no one seems to· .know who) (an d nobody is admitting
to experience!"
phy?·
Not
really.
it -- a real sign of progress) decided that hereafter faculAnd the heavy doors of his mansion closed , a
We
received
a letter from a young girl on the VIty should reach for chalk not on the blackboard but in
trifle hurriedly, behind him.
KING
staff.
.
.it
was
about our use of the word VIKING
the department secretary's supply hoard.
in places where she thought it didn't fit . Fine, we thought :
Faculty -- and secretary -- morale fell from zero to
Some people have ways of identifying campus groups by
three below and chairmen and secretaries· scurried about,
a label and we thought it was correct to list the staff as
taking bids on chalk and tracking down the quintuplistaff.. .It ain't necessarily so. We are then told that our
cate requisition forms required to order it. One chaircredibilty has been damaged because we listed one miss
man's morale was frostbitte n after three hours out in
as a former Portland student senator when she wasn't.
the Maine autumn searching for chalk. By the end of
Our apologies to her.
the week a.rumor was circulating at Gorham of the Great
What does all this have to do with God and Man at
Portland Chalk Raid and there was one report that the
disappearance of chalk at Gorham could be traced to a
UMPG? This...
stack of boxes of chalk only slightly concealed under
The student newspaper, and especially this paper,
stacks of Observe rs in the Viking office.
has to be a reflecti on of the reading tastes and the baBut all, inclu ding the chalk, was not lost. One dashing
sic political nature of its student reade rs. A campus may
Italian knight set out in search of relief. He mounted
have a highly political fac ulty, and an apolitical student
his white charger and spurred it up the cliff to Sire Louis's
body. Then the paper must reflect the mood ofthe students and not the faculty. The paper must be honest with
castle, where Louis's knight~ were feasting on tuition
FACULTY VOICE A dvisory Committee: Michael
its readers; honest about the.governance of the school,
and accreditation. The knights of the table guffawed
Selkin, William Slavick, and Theodore Sottery . Unthe problems of the school, the good and the bad of the
his complajnt. yet, in a nonce , at a wave of Louis's hand,
signed opinions do not necessarily represent the views
school. We have tried to be so honest. •
his quartermaster was again dispensing chalk t o all and
of more than one member of the .committee.
We have floated from a free-contribution weekly
sundry .
The serfs cheered the Italian knight as he wended his
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to a house organ t o a political ,sheet :. Input (aside from
th ose .who like to hear their mouths flap) has been negliway downhill toward his hall. " Hooray fo r Antonio,"
gible. Help has been non-existent.
they cried. "The chalk is better than ever," one shoutYou have a choice t o make now that will greatly
ed. ONly one sour note interrupted the chorus of cheers:
. .......:_
.'
affect the stu dent newspaper-next year. If you look at
"But why is the chalk so short?" a dour native of Maine
. . ,. . -.. . . ~..
··: ..
the masthead of the VIKING you will note that those
grumbled.
in editorial positions are going t o graduate. If you turn
Which brings up to the morale of this inept fa ble:
"The short chalk is an economy. Somebody h as t o pay
to us we'll tell you this ... None of us plan to be in the
for the chairman's frostbite, the knights' guffaws, as
student
newspaper business next fall, and none of us are
.
-· , .·
..
. . .. . ·: !·
- . :· :.. : . : .
.
well as Sire Louis's ombudsman's fee," replied one of
going to pn;pare for it this spring. In other words if you
Sire Louis's most faithful retainers. "What do you want,"
think the student newspapers are bad now, just wait till
. -1'-t
Sire Louis, himself, bellowed from his cliff-top, "that
next year when there isn't anybody who can give both
.--·~-,;~;~_;:.._'.~._;_ ..•,-•.
: '•''Ii"& -' ~_=.-•
we should take it out of the instructional budget?" Imcampuses any kind of paper.
patient, the dashing Italian knight himself cried out,
Get involved now. If you want the press to be alive
"Look not down, dear neighbors : 'What a wonder is
in '72 act now. There is no tomorrow for this place .. .It's
a piece of chalk,' saith the great mystic. So the chalk
today or in several years.
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CLA$1FIED

Women's B B all
Women's intercollegiate basketball will get underway next week with practices scheduled from 6 to
8 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning October 26th. All women interested in participating
should sign up at Hill Gym this week. This is offered
as a shysical education skill activity course for credit
toward the physical education requirement for freshman or elective credit for those who have not previously earned credit in basketball.

The OBSERVER will furnish free space for
classified advertisements to lJMPG students or to
anyone wishing to reach UMPG students. If you
have something to give away, trade, buy or sell,
need a ride or riders; write your ad down and
leave it in the OBSERVER office in the Gorham
Lounge. ·
FOR SALE: 1964 Rambler Ambassador. Excellent
running condition, 6 tires including snow tires, power
steering and power brakes. Asking $37 5. Contact
Dick Rice
799-4134

Schedules Party
TGIF·-- Thank God it's Friday.
Beginning this Friday, Oct. 22, it's bring your own
to the Gorham Lounge on Friday afternoon. Your
guitars and ycur high spirits are welcome at 3:00 to do
your own thing with new and old friends.
Kathy Monahan, coordinator of student activities
announced the new policy last Friday in an almost empty lounge area.

Wanted : Old tent suitable for fam ily camping. Woul d
app reciate it if Coleman stove could be had, too. Leave
a note in the OBSERVER office. BSA
Wanted: Writers, w9 rkers, people who_ give a dam n, about
the way -the student newspapers are gomg .. We don t ne~d
anybody who wants a free ride; likes to thmk he or she ~s
a big shot or the like; or won't do hard work. See ELK m
the OBSERVER office.
Need a ride to Southern Connecticut sometime in N~vember 12th area. Contact Randy in OBSERVER office

Senior Placement
~late rials A vaila.ble
All seniors who have not received their placment
folder materials in the mail should come in to the
Placement Office, 1st floor, Corthell Hall, to register
and pick up your credentials packet. Mrs. Curtis will
be handing out the information needed throughout
this week from 8 :00 to 1 :00 and 2:00 to 4:30 .
Recently, a career information room has been
established in the northeastern corner of the Gorham Student Lounge. The purpose of this project ,
primarily, is to make information pertaining to employment more visible and available to career seeking students. litera ture on teaching opportunities,
government jobs, business an d in dustry employm ent,
graduate school information, military service and tests
such as the Graduate Record Exam, the National Teachers Exam, the Law School Aptitude Test, and the Miller's Analogy Test is currently in the room. In the near
future a bulletin board will be installed for up-to-date
listings of teacher vacancies and part-time job opportunities . ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO USE
THIS FACILITY DAY OR NIGHT.
A Bibliography and Directory on Summer Jobs published py the Eastern College. Personnel Officers is available in the Placement Office for students wishing to in- vestigate work opportunities for the coming summer.
Areas covered include: Advertising, Market Research,
and Public Relations.
On November 8th, in the basement meeting
room of the Portland Campus gymnasium, will be recruiter and information teams from several Go -, ernment
agencies. Students interested in government opportunities are encouraged to plan on attending this event.
More information will be forthcoming as the conference
plans dev.elop .
The National Science Foundation has reope ned
competition for 600 Graduate Fellowships wi th a stipend limit of $3000 for twelve months. Application
deadline is November 29 , 1971. For copies of the announcement and application materials, con tact the Fellowship Office, National Research Council , 2101 Constitution Ave. , N.W., Washington, D.C. 204 18

Heads up play by the PoGoans helped them take
two last week

Hockettes D ef eat UMF
Remain Undefeated
Co-captain Donna McGibney scored two goals as she
paced the UMPG varsity field hockey team to a 2-1 win
over the University of Maine at Farmington. Thus far
this season Miss McGibney has averaged over one point
a game. Other players who lead in the offensive drive
were Linda Trask, Debbie Selleck, Marsha Hamlin , and
Sally Kavello. Goalie Debbie Shaw stopped many hard
drives by the Farmington offense. Barbara Jessine,
Michelle Morriss, Donna Creighton and Pat Metcalf
were outstanding defensive stand outs. UMPG now
stands 5-0-1 for the season. It is one of the best records
ever for Coach Paula Hodgson and her team.

Greek Wee kend Set
The Greek Weekend date has been se t for the
weekend of November 4th thru the 7th. Both the
intersorority and interfraternity councils have been
meeting over the last 3 weeks in preparation for what
promises to be an exciting activity -filled event. Watch
for more information to come on Greek Weekend .

Ca m pus Clean-up
Aproximately forty people scored the entire Gor-

ham campus Saturday morning in an all campus clean-up
There will be a panel of clergymen re pres en ting a
sponsored by the women of McLellen House. The campus · number of religious faiths to discuss the changing role
was divided into ten ma1·or reoions and small groups were
.
t d
'
er
of religion in society o ay.
sent with garbage bags to pick up each specific area. MemTh e gro up discussion will be hel d in Hastings Formal
bers of Delta Chi , Alpha Xi Delta, Chi Delphia , and 0Lounge , Wednesday, October 20th at 3 p.m. at Gorham.
mega Zeta Chi had good representation but it was noted
Panelists will include Father Joe Brannigan, Rabbi
that the dormitories had a few if any participants. Cidar
Sky, Rev. lli..Issell Pepe , and Father George Venetos.
and donuts were served to workers after the clean-up
All are welcome to attend.
project had been completed.

A professional
ABORTION

Gu ilfo rd Wool e ns Sale

that is safe,
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"See Senator . I to ld you it would fly. All it needed was the right fuel."

54"- 60'-' Bonded Wools

legal &

•
1nexpens1ve

$2.69 yd.

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc·.

Oct. 16th thru 23rd

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days
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l(athy Downing
Loses Heartbreaker
Kathy Downing, representing UMPG and the only
entry from a Maine State University , advanced to the
second round of the New England Collegiate Tennis
Tournament for Women held at Yale University, Oct.
8-9-10.
ID the first round, Kathy defeated Miss Donofris of
Central Connecticut State College in two sets (6-3 ,
6-4). Moving into the second round Kathy was
pitted against Miss Koyskon, _the top singles player
from Radcliffe College. After taking the first set
and attaining match point in the second set, Kathy
went on to a disappointing loss (5-7, 9-7, 6-2).

Dennis Ela slips by a defender in a recent home game on the Gorham Campus.
PoGoans upped their record to 4-3 last week in home wins.

PoGoans Wallop F'Burg·, Farmington;
Move Over 500 Mark For Season
Dave Halligan scored four goals to pace the UMPG
soccer dynasty to a 7-1 win over UMF in a Wednesday
game at Gorham. Mike McGraw, Dale Bragg, and George
(Mini) Robinson each contributed a counter for the blue
and gold victors. Gli)alie Gary Mingo and fullback Kirk
Rav were brilliant in their defensive skills which stopped
many Farmington threats.
Saturday, Halligan again scored four goals to power
the University of Maine P<,rtland-Gorham to a 6-1 victory against Fitchburg College of Massachusetts. Also
scoring for the winners were Karl Frank and George
Robinson. UMPG now stands 4-3 in over all competitions. Leading the defensive play were agile John Picon(
(who has fully recovered from a pulled hamstring that
had him on the disabled list) and goalie Gary Mingo.
Mike McGraw, Jimmy Mingo & George (Mini) Robinson each got assists.

HELP
IS ON THE WAY

TERMPAPERS
For Research And Reference Only

LARGEST SELECTION
QUICKEST SERVICE
LOWEST RA TES
NOW AVAILABLE IN MAINE
TERMP APERS UNLlMITED
OF MAINE
P.O. BOX 243
BANGOR,ME.
989-5540

Flanagan Ties Two
.In Maine Amateur
'
Tim Flanagan, the number one golfer on the UMPG
golf team, tied two other men with one over par 72's to
lead in a field of 429 in the open amateur handicap of
the Maine Amateur Golf Association at the Portland
Country Club Saturday. The other two winners were
The Cross Country team placed second in a triangular
Bob Riachi and Bob Castorella, both of Riverside Counmeet with Keene State and SMVTI at Gorham Oct. 2nd.
try Club.
Mark Hewes, a freshman from Connecticut, won the
Flanagan, along with partner Bob Masterson of
meet in a record 27:42. Denny Anderson of Keene took
Portland, tied for third low net with a score of 71-63
2nd in leading Keene to a 20 to 44 (UMPG) to 75 (SMVTI)
in doubles competition.
rout in the meet.
The UMPG golf team has several prominent state
Hewes continued his winning ways Oct. 6 in pacing
wide competators. A couple of weeks ago George
the Harriers to a 20 - 36 clubbing of Gordon College on
Koulangas place~ first in NEAC Tournament at Plythe Gorham course. Bob Doane, Brian Gillespie, Ron
mouth State College in New Hampshire.
Kelley, and Gerry Myatt took 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 7th
place in the easy win.
The Plymouth Invitational was a bitter disappointment as Don Kelley, who was running 3rd for the team
in the meet, i11jured his ankle and was forced to with839-4000
draw from the race. The rules of Cross Country call
for at least 5 runners to finish a race to result in a team
score. Hewes again was the top UMPG runner as he placed
WOMEN IN LOVE 7:00
5th on the hilly and winding Plymouth course. Keene
State copped the meet.
and
Morale on the team is at a low point. Rumor has it
runners aren't trying hard enough; certain good perforTHE STERILE CUCKOO
mers who are giving their all aren't being backed up by
the other scorers; that most of the squad doesn't feel
like putting all into the sport. No wonder both Boston
meets were cancelled by the coach.
Adults .... $1.25
each show plays once

Morale Low On
Cross-Country

Gorham Playhouse

OBSERVER
UMPG
Gorham, Me.
Portland, Me.
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